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Artebambini is a publishing house offering
illustrated books that approach art in a playful

and friendly way. 
 

Exclusively for Italy, it edits the project
"Kamishibai - Tales in a suitcase”. 

 
It also publishes RivistaDada, the first European
art magazine that invites its readers to discover

the arts by reporting experiences, stories and
workshops. 

 
Artebambini is an educational institution

recognized by MIUR (Ministry of Education,
Universities and Research).

ABOUT US



Per Fortuna
Luckily
By Cristina Petit
21x29 cm; 24 pages Hardcover
2021; 16.50€

Tommaso is so excited, he can’t wait to help his dad paint
a wall. Perhaps, he’s even too excited. Dad turns around
and all that’s left is a spilled paint can. Tommi is gone!
A lovely story, warm and comforting like your dad’s arms.
Also available in Kamishibai version.

Cos'ho in testa?
What's going on inside my head?
By Valentina Torchia - Illustrations by Cristina Petit 
25x25 cm; 40 pages,  Hardcover; 2021; 16,50 €

A flamingo, a castle, some some butterflies, an elephant, a
mushroom…what’s going on inside Eva’s head? She tries
her best to clear her mind, but nothing seems to work…until
her little brother gives her a box of crayons. A story to
embrace your own creativity and bring out what you have
inside.
Also available in Kamishibai version.

New releases!

Il sogno di Marc
Marc's Dream
By Francesco Facciolli
21x27 cm; 40 pages Hardcover 2021; 16.50€

Chagall loves painting and drawing all day, but he
always uses black and white and forgets about bright
colours. How can he find some light-heartedness?
A journey through the dreamlike images of one of the
most loved artists of the last century.
A story of carefreness to lighten all heavy hearts.
Also available in Kamishibai version.

best 
seller



Art is the way
Art is the way
By Elisa Argentesi, Paola Pagani, 60
pages; Hardcover; 2022; 17.50 €

Keith Haring, Andy Warhol, Henri Matisse, Leonardo Da Vinci, Renè Magritte, Mimmo
Rotella and many more… 
This book was born as an artistic project during the pandemic to allow children to
get out of their houses and get into the incredible minds of some of the greatest
artists of the past and recent times. Some great artworks were borrowed from the
museums to let children experiment with them. Art must not be considered as a
world apart, it is something to be lived, to be felt and that we can treasure.

Disegnare per crescere
Drawing to grow up
By Mauro Speraggi, Marco Dallari;
2022; 120 pages; 18,50 €

Mauro Speraggi and Marco Dallari explore the characteristics
and the purposes of children’s art and drawing. This book
presents an in-depth analysis on the role of visual art along
with practical workshops. After the great success of Art for
education, this book is the next must-have tool for art
education.

Carta, colori, idee
Paper, colours, imagination
By Eleonora Cumer, 56 pages
Hardcover 2022; 18.50€

Eleonora Cumer’s new book is like a sequence of
colourful pages where you can find creative ideas
and inspiration. It’s not a book on Art techniques, it’s
much more than that! It’s designed for those working
with children who want to discover and experiment
new approaches, and finally, it’s for anyone who
wants to play with art.



Giochiamo a nascondino
Let's play hide and seek
by Marco Moschini
Illustrations by Giuseppe Vitale

This book is to be “explored both with your eyes and your hands”.
Its peculiar structure enchants the reader with verbal and graphic surprises, which
take you to a wonderful and magical world. The folding pages are not only
functional to the development of the plot, they amaze the reader and
invoke a reality made of continuous possibilities.
The images look like fast-moving frames, facilitating the transition from cartoons to
books.

Is there any other place like HOME? A place with so
many places to hide, where the time flies and your dad
forgets about the match? Yes, it’s right here and you can
leaf through it!

Che meraviglia il circo!
The wonderful circus
by Marco Moschini
Illustrations by Giuseppe Vitale

This book is to be “explored both with your eyes and your hands”.
Its peculiar structure enchants the reader with verbal and graphic surprises, which
take you to a wonderful and magical world. The folding pages are not only functional
to the development of the plot, they amaze the reader and invoke a reality made of
continuous possibilities.
The images look like fast-moving frames, facilitating the transition from cartoons to
books.

Is there any other place like the CIRCUS, where dreams
can be seen, touched and challenges are the same colour
as magic? Yes, it’s right here and you can leaf through it!

"Once upon a time... 
fold it twice!"



Kamishibai -
New releases!

Per fortuna
Luckily
By Cristina Petit - Illustrations by Giuseppe Vitale
38x28 cm; 19 illustrated tables; 20121; 25,00 €

Tommaso is so excited, he can’t wait to help his dad
paint a wall. Perhaps, he’s even too excited. Dad turns
around and all that’s left is a spilled paint can. Tommi is
gone!
A lovely story, warm and comforting like your dad’s
arms.

Chagall loves painting and drawing all day, but he
always uses black and white and forgets about
bright colours. How can he find some light-
heartedness?
A journey through the dreamlike images of one of
the most loved artists of the last century.
A story of carefreness to lighten all heavy hearts.

Il sogno di Marc
Marc's Dream
By Francesco Facciolli
38x28 cm; 16 illustrated tables; 2021; 25,00 €

Cos'ho in testa?
What's going on inside my head?
By Valentina Torchia - Illustrations by Cristina Petit
38x28 cm; 17 illustrated tables; 2021; 25,00 €

A flamingo, a castle, some some butterflies, an
elephant, a mushroom…what’s going on inside Eva’s
head? She tries her best to clear her mind, but
nothing seems to work…until her little brother gives
her a box of crayons. A story to embrace your own
creativity and bring out what you have inside.



Who's there? Peekaboo! Let's play with eight
different animals and learn to talk about
colours and emotions.

Kamicucu
Kami Peekaboo!
By Elisa Mantoni, Vincenzo Covelli
38x28 cm; 12 tables; 2021; 25,00 €

Kamimano
Kami-hand
By Elisa Mantoni, Vincenzo Covelli
38x28 cm; 12 illustrated tables; 2021; 25,00 €

Your fingers will be the main characters of this original
and intercative story!
Designed for younger children, this is the perfect
educational tool to learn how to count in an informal
and recreational way.

Destined to become the greatest Italian poet,
young Dante takes us on an extraordinary journey
made of dreams.
The reader is transported into human and literary
events, anticipating the joy that comes from
reading the most famous Comedy in the world.
The city of Florence, the magic of Love and
Friendship, the three realms of the afterlife are the
milestones of this journey.

A salire a le stelle
Up to the stars
By Assunta Morrone - Illustraions by Lida Ziruffo
38x28 cm; 19 illustrated tables; 2021; 25,00 €

Kamibaby : new series!



full rights list



best 
seller

What
will you be when you grow yp?

Saremo alberi
We Will Be Trees

By Mauro L. Evangelista
16x16 cm; 32 pages; Hardcover 2010 
(second print in 2012); 16,50 €

Rights sold in  China

This book comes with a piece a rope to create your
own personal tree.

There are thousands of seeds underground, ready to
wake up and grow. Try to ask them what kind of tree
they will become: strong, elegant, tall, classic… 
If we listen very carefully, we will hear their answers.



best 
seller

Also available in Kamishibai version.

La vespa Teresa
Teresa the wasp
By Romina Panero, Simona Gambaro and Paolo Racca
21X21 cm; 40 pages; Hardcover
2014; 16,50 €

Il signor formica
Mr. Ant
By Romina Panero, Simona Gambaro and Paolo Racca 
21X21 cm; 40 pages; Hardcover
2009; 16,50 €

 One day Mr Ant finds a tasty, fragrant, round pea,
perfect for his stomach. He decides to close it
inside an orange peel box because,in order to eat
it,he first needs a plate, a fork, a knife,a table and
many other things.
Will he really need all that stuff?

Berta la lucertola
Berta the Lizard
By Romina Panero, Simona Gambaro and Paolo Racca
21X21 cm; 40 pages; Hardcover
2011; 16,50 €

Have you ever seen a lizard at night? No, of course
not, because they are cold-blooded animals and
they usually take shelter in their burrow when the
evening comes. But this time, Berta will wait for the
night, finding out something that the other lizards
can hardly even imagine.
Also available in Kamishibai version.

Teresa the wasp buzzes all day; her life changes when
she suddenly ends up in a strange, noisy and… moving
place! Where is her home, now? A great adventure for
a globetrotter wasp wandering about the futurism
period.
Also available in Kamishibai version.



Il mio colore 
My Own Colour
By Fuad Aziz
28 x 21 cm; 32 pages; Hardcover 2014; 14,50€

What can I do with my hand? I can caress, I can give
a gesture of kindness to someone, I can play and
create extraordinary artworks…Our hands are more
than jus body parts, they’re instruments of peace.
What magical things will you do with your hands
today?
Also available in Kamishibai version.

best 
seller

La mia mano
My Hand
By Fuad Aziz
25x25 cm; 32 pages; Hardcover 2017; 16.50€
Rights sold in Spain and South Korea

best 
seller

Friendship leaves permanent marks, more than
any other colour: this is what the characters of a
simple yet intense story - a child and a cheetah
without spots - will learn, surrounded by the
beautiful African savannah.
Also available in Kamishibai version.

Come me 
Just Like Me 
By Fuad Aziz
21x29 cm; 32 pages; Hardcover 2015; 16,50 €

Also available in Kamishibai version.

Adama is struck by a painting by the artist Paul
Klee, rich in colour like the fishing village where
Giulio lives. This is the story of a friendship
between two boys who live far away, but are
united by the sea and by a painter who, with his
art, inspires them to colour the world.

La finestra viola 
The Purple Window 
By Fuad Aziz
21x29 cm; 32 pages; Hardcover  2014; 16,50 €

A genuine tale, with exquisite illustrations based on
the contrast between black and primary colours.
This story is about big dreams and the courage it
takes to be yourself.
Also available in Kamishibai version.



What is this? Is it a cloud? Maybe an animal?
Actually, it can be both, or even anything! An
interactive book that makes its readers play with
their imagination.
Also available in Kamishibai version.

Cos’è
What Is This
By Eleonora Cumer
21X21 cm; 40 pages; Hardcover
2013; 16,00 €
Rights sold in China

In this story there is...try to guess! A funny book for younger
children, with shapes and figures to guess that can create a
never-ending story.
Also available in Kamishibai version.

Rights sold in China

In questa storia c’è… 
In This Story There Is… 
By Eleonora Cumer
16x22 cm; 32 pages; Hardcover 2015; 14,00 €

A triangle, a square, a circle... So many different geometric
shapes! 
Put them together and use your imagination to create
compelling and original stories!
Also available in Kamishibai version.

Rights sold in China

Forme e fantasia
Shapes and Imagination
By Eleonora Cumer
16x22 cm; 32 pages; Hardcover 2015; 14,00 €



Carpe diem
Carpe Diem
By Cristina Petit
25x25 cm; 32 pages; Hardcover 2019; 16.50 €

Where are all the animals going? Let’s follow the
development of this story and see if we can solve this
mystery, but remember... keep your eyes open!
Also available Kamishibai version.

L’arte dell’amicizia 
The Art of Friendship 
By Cristina Petit
21x27 cm; 32 pages; Hardcover 2019; 16.50 €

A strong friendship between Penny and Roland. A passion for
art. An afternoon spent in the contemporary art museum.
These are the ingredients we need to understand that what
we feel when we admire a picture is very... very personal!
Also available in Kamishibai version.

Nati per leggere 
(Born to read)  - 
Special mention



When you move to a different place, you might feel out of
place and feel everyone's eyes on you. That's exactly
what happens to Flip, a brave little bird that wants to
travel the world.
(Illustransion techniques used in this book can be found
in "On a walk with a line").
Also available in Kamishibai version.

Strano, stranissimo!
Strange, so strange!
By Michele Ferri, Roberta Pucci
28 x 21 cm; 40 pages; Hardcover 2019; 16,50€

A spasso con una linea
On a walk with a line
By Michele Ferri, Roberta Pucci 
21x29 cm; 78 pages; Hardcover 2018; 18.50€

Quoting the great artist Paul Klee, this book will go
back to the basis of drawing, presenting some
interesting activities to find a new connection
between our thoughts and the pencil, establishing
a new relationship with the pleasure of drawing.



Hai mai visto Mondrian?
Have You Ever Seen Mondrian?
 By Alessandro Sanna
21X21 cm; 44 pages; Hardcover 2005; 13,50 €
Rights sold in South Korea

According to Mondrian, abstract art is the best
way to capture the essence of the world.
That is the “real vision” that Alessandro Sanna presents to us.
His exquisite illustrations take us on an unsual journey through
Mondrian’s poetic spirit and ideal.
Winner of the Andersen Award 2006 as Best Art Book.

Che sorpresa Paul Klee! 
What a Surprise, Paul Klee! 
By Paola Franceschini
21X21 cm; 64 pages, Hardcover 2013; 16,00 €

Erri is struck by Paul Klee’s extraordinary painting, his incredible
artistic evolution and all the little things Paul was passionate
about.
He’s so amazed by such a delicate yet deep art that he
somehow feels a connection with him… Can art be
contagious? 

Nel suono giallo di Kandinsky
In the Yellow Sound of Kandinsky 
By Paola Franceschini 
21X21 cm; 64 pages; Hardcover
2019; 16,00€

According to Kandinsky, colours are more than just colours.
They correspond to sounds, music and different vibrations… in
other words, they’re a 360° experience!
Erri, our art enthusiast, finds himself exploring the artist’s
favourite places. The more he learns about him, the more he
wants to know…What will he find out?



Artias. Il bambino che voleva diventare pittore
Artias. The Child Who Wanted to Be a Painter
By Lydia Artias, Nicoletta Fiumi and Rita Rava –
 Illustrations by Cesare Reggiani
21x28 cm; 48 pages; Hardcover; 2012; 16,50 €

This is the story of Artias, a painter who took the
name from a castle: great patriot, decorated with
the Legion d’Honneur, he was also one of Picasso’s
friends. He loved experimenting with different
techniques and this book invites young readers to
follow their dreams and play with their creativity.

Calder
Calder
By Paola Ciarcià
21X21 cm; 40 pages; Hardcover 2009; 15€
Rights sold in France

If we look at the world with inattentive eyes, the
objects and the things around us may seem
meaningless and dull.
Calder’s greatest talent was to use everyday
materials to create and turn them into kinetic pieces
of art. Official book of Calder Exhibition at Palazzo
delle Esposizioni, Rome.

Leonardo Da Vinci was a genius: sculptor, engineer
and inventor. He was a world enthusiast, and, just like
a detective, he could understand the rules of the
world around us, finding harmony in a shell and
mathematical secrets in art.
Also available in Kamishibai version.

Leonardo. Il matematico dell’arte
Leonardo. The Mathematician of Art
By Bruno D’Amore, Martha Pinilla, Rosalinda Incardona
21x29 cm; 28 pages; Hardcover; 2017; 16.50€



Who said that learning math is boring? Four special friends “in
shape” will introduce us to the geometric shapes, making us
experience the importance of having something to do with
people that… count!

Quattro artisti che contano
Four Artists That Count
By Anna Cerasoli – Illustrator: Giuseppe Vitale
23X23 cm; 40 pages; Hardcover
2019; 16.50€

A metaphor of the human needs, written in 1969
by the psychologist Claude Steiner. The children
are the protagonists of this fairytale: since they
were born, they’ve stayed with their warm-fluffy;
these strange beings create a warm atmosphere
that makes people happy, but an evil witch spoils
this ideal situation.
Also available in Kamishibai version.

La favola dei Caldomorbidi
The Warm-Fluffy Tale
By Claude Steiner
21X14,8 cm; 46 pages; Hardcover 2009; 14,50 €

This is a fairytale for ironic evolutionists and
committed creationists. The platypus is the most
mysterious animal in the world: is it a bird, a fish,
a reptile or a mammal? This book tries to explain
the secret of its origins and invites the children to
play like naughty angels and build impossible
animals with cardboard.

L’invenzione dell’ornitorinco 
The Invention of the Platypus
 By Fabrizio Silei
21X21 cm; 60 pages; Hardcover
2011; 15,00 €

best 
seller



La storia che avanza
A Leftover Story
By Alessandro Lumare
21X21 cm; 36 pages; Hardcover 2012; 16,00 €

Il mistero di Colapesce 
The Mystery of Colapesce 
By Daniela Iride Murgia
21x28 cm; 48 pages; Hardcover 2013; 16,50 €

A zero food miles book to be tasted like a simple
yet delicious meal where leftovers turn into a
story to tell.

The story of a child, half human, half fish, that
disappears in the sea. The legend of Colapesce has
had a wide diffusion in the Italian oral tradion.

Una storia
A Story
By Emanuele Bertossi
25x25 cm; 40 pages; Hardcover 2017; 16.50€

There is a town where water comes only from afar,
carried on the shoulders by the inhabitants in large
buckets. But Antonio, nicknamed “The Wanderer”, has
a dream: he wants the water to flow fresh and
abundant… A story about the importance of believing
in your own dreams. 
Also available in Kamishibai version.



Art, education, workshops

With water you can create extraordinary sounds.
This book aims at encouraging children and adults
to play with water, using it like an instrument full of
communicative possibilities.

Fabrizio Silei, whose style is strictly bound to these
materials, suggests different workshops for
children, parents and teachers. Children can use
amusing and simple techniques to realize pop-
ups, cardboard dinosaurs and images in motion,
made from this valuable, recyclable materials.

This is a book full of ideas and suggestions to play with
different sounds: every sound that comes from the
voice, an instrument or any type of tool can be used,
because sounds are everywhere and we just have to
listen carefully

Suoni d’acqua
Water Sounds
By Arianna Sedioli
21X21 cm; 48 pages; Hardcover
2009; 18,50 € (book + CD)

Suoni per giocare
Playing with sounds
By Arianna Sedioli
21X21 cm; 48 pages; Hardcover
2009; 18,50 € (book + CD)

Cartarte. Carta e cartone tra creatività, gioco
e arte 
Paper- Art. Paper and Cardboard Between
Creativity, Game and Art 
By Fabrizio Silei
21x28 cm; 72 pages; Hardcover; 2010; 18,50 €
Rights not available for China



Diario del tempo naturale
Natural Time Diary
By Chiara Sgarbi and Ketty Tagliatti 21,5x28,5
cm; 68 pages; Hardcover 2006; 18,50 €

This book follows Nature during the changing
seasons, writing down all of its transformations.
It invites the reader to look at the world with the
eyes of an artist, using all the senses. This book
contains suggestions, artworks and workshops:
it is an educational instrument for schools and
environmental education centres.

According to Dewey, children must get in touch with
Art through experience. This book explores the world of
Art through keywords, to better understand and share
the sense of Art and its most important expressions.
Several words and ideas linked to the world of arts are
combined with practical activities.

Arte per crescere
Art to Grow Up
By Marco Dallari and Paola Ciarcià 21x24 cm; 300 pages;
Hardcover 2016; 18,50 €

Designed for teachers and everyone working in the
education field, this book  explores the role that Art
can have in explaining fundamental subjects and
concepts and how it can be used as a powerful
educational tool to better understand them.

Arte per crescere
Art for education
By Marco Dallari and Paola Ciarcià 21x24 cm; 300 pages;
Hardcover 2019; 18,50 €



Sculture di carta
Paper Sculptures
By Fuad Aziz
25x25 cm; 32 pages; Hardcover 2018; 16.50€

Paper is an essential tool to create all kind of
activities. Let’s use it to build something in 3D!
From the appreciated author of My Own Colour,
My Hand and Just Like Me, a brand new step-by-
step book to build amazing paper sculptures to
play with!

Libri fatti a mano
Handmade Books
By Agnese Baruzzi
21x29 cm; 72 pages; Hardcover 2016; 17,50 €

A guide to build books with paper and other
materials. 25 techniques to cut, fold and
paste to create different types of books.

Fun and captivating activities where all you need are three
simple ingredients: your hands, a little imagination and your
genuine emotions

Mani, emozioni, fantasia
Hands, emotions, imagination 
By Fuad Aziz
30x24 cm; 40 pages; Hardcover 2021; 16.50€



40X31X7

cm 85,00 €

Wooden suitcase:

KAMISHIBAI - TALES IN A
SUITCASE

Insert the illustrated tables in the gap you find on the side of the wooden
theatre. Each table is numbered on the back. The text that refers to the first
illustration is on the back of the last table. The narrator is behind the
theatre and reads the story, making the first table slide behind the last one.
This action must be repeated with each table, trying to give the right
rhythm to the story. A faded light and background music can help to catch
the audience attention.

The Kamishibai is an ingenious and effective instrument for
cultural and reading entertainment. It is a theatre for images that

comes from Japan, an important work tool for storytellers. It
consists of a little wooden suitcase and some illustrated boards;

each one of them has the illustration on the front side and the text
on the back: while the storyteller is reading the story, the audience

can see the illustrations.

In few seconds a desk becomes a stage and you can become both
a storyteller and an actor, creating the magical atmosphere of the

theatre but maintaining the intimacy of reading.

How to use it



One day Mr Ant finds a tasty, fragrant, round
pea, perfect for his stomach. He decides to
lock it in an orange peel box because,in order
to eat it,he first needs  a plate, a fork, a knife,a
table and many other things. Will he really
need all that stuff?

Berta la lucertola
Berta the Lizard
By Romina Panero, Simona Gambaro and Paolo Racca 
38x28 cm; 14 illustrated tables; 2012; 22,00 €

Il signor formica
Mr. Ant
By Romina Panero, Simona Gambaro and Paolo Racca
 38x28 cm; 20 illustrated tables; 2008; 25,00 €

La lettera
The Letter
By Antonio Ferrara
38x28 cm; 15 illustrated tables; 2010; 22,00 €

La vespa Teresa
Teresa the wasp
By Romina Panero, Simona Gambaro and Paolo Racca
38x28 cm; 14 illustrated tables; 2014; 25,00 €

Have you ever seen a lizard at night? No, of course not,
because they are cold-blooded animals and they usually
take shelter in their burrow when the evening comes. 
But this time, Berta will wait for the night, finding out
something that the other lizards can hardly even imagine.

Teresa the wasp buzzes all day, her life changes
when she suddenly ends up in a strange noisy
place.
Where is her home, now?A great adventure for a
globetrotting wasp!

The sweetness of the text and the evocative
illustrations of this tale show us that words
and imagination are our greatest power and
can lead us to new places and emotions.

best 
seller



best 
seller

A genuine tale, with exquisite illustrations based on the
contrast between black and primary colours. This story
is about big dreams and the courage it takes to be
yourself.

Il mio colore 
My Own Colour 
By Fuad Aziz
38x28 cm; 13 illustrated tables; 2014; 25,00 €

best 
seller

What can I do with my hand? I can caress, I can give a
gesture of kindness to someone, I can play and create
extraordinary artworks…Our hands are more than just
body parts, they’re instruments of peace. 
What magical things will you do with your hands today?

La mia mano
My Hand
By Fuad Aziz
38x28 cm; 17 illustrated tables; 2017; 22,00 €

Giulio and Adama are two friends impressed by one
of Klee’s pictures, full of bright colours; this will give
them a new dream: colour the world like one of those
bright pictures.

La finestra viola 
The Purple Window 
By Fuad Aziz
38x28 cm; 13 illustrated tables; 2014; 25,00 €

Friendship leaves permanent marks, more than any
other colour: this is what the characters of a simple
yet intense story - a child and a cheetah without
spots - will learn, surrounded by the beautiful
African savannah.

Come me 
Just Like Me 
By Fuad Aziz
38x28 cm; 13 illustrated tables; 2015; 25,00 €



A triangle, a square, a circle... So many different
geometric shapes! Put them together and use your
imagination to create compelling and original
stories!

One small dot, many dots, and then a line. This is
the beginning of a strange and hectic run that will
turn into a magical drawing marathon!

What is this? Is it a cloud, an animal, a funny
character? Actually, it can be anything: this is
the story of a spot, a small piece of paper that
can become everything we want it to be, if we
just use our imagination!

Cos’è
What Is This
By Eleonora Cumer
38x28 cm; 16 illustrated tables; 2013; 22,00 €

Forme e fantasia
Shapes and Imagination
By Eleonora Cumer
38x28 cm; 13 illustrated tables; 2015; 22,00 €

La maratona
The Marathon
By Giuseppe Caputo and Assunta Morrone 38x28 cm; 
13 illustrated tables; 2015; 22,00 €

In questa storia c’è… 
In This Story There Is… 
By Eleonora Cumer
38x28 cm; 13 illustrated tables; 2015; 25,00 €

In this story there is...try to guess! 
A funny book for younger children, with shapes and
figures to guess that can create a never-ending
story.



It’s Daniel’s first day of school. Instead of
entering the classroom, he decides to sit
on a bench. And so this refuge slowly
turns into a neutral zone where it’s easier
to face the fears. Until a new child arrives,
and Daniel realizes that the moment has
come to give up the comfortable magic
of that bench to someone who may need
it more…

A metaphor of the human needs, written in 1969 by
the psychologist Claude Steiner. The children are the
protagonists of this fairytale: since they were born,
they’ve stayed with their warm-fluffy; these strange
beings create a warm atmosphere that makes
people happy, but an evil witch spoils this ideal
situation.

How can one not know the parable of the lost
little lamb? In this kamishibai album the story,
still remaining faithful to the original, becomes
playful through a rhyming text and the modern
and elegant illustrations by Rosalinda
Incardona. This episode reminds us that, even
when we feel lost or scared without knowing
why, there’s no need for explanations: we just
need to go home to feel safe.

La favola dei Caldomorbidi
The Warm-Fluffy Tale
By Claude Steiner
38x28 cm; 18 illustrated tables; 2014; 22,00 €

Daniel
Daniel
By Irene Ferrarese
38x28 cm; 13 illustrated tables; 2018; 22,00 €

La pecorella smarrita 
The Lost Little Lamb 
By Manuela Piovesan
38x28 cm; 12 illustrated tables; 2018; 22,00 €



Stella has just arrived in a new country. Her
magical red umbrella takes her up to the sky
and above the clouds. The view she has from
there is enlightening: the onyl boundaries she
can see are those set up by humans.

Stella
Stella 
By Fuad Aziz
38x28 cm; 12 illustrated tables; 2019; 22,00 €

Monet is painting his famous water lilies in the
Ginverny garden, unaware that another
inhabitant of the pond is getting extremely
annoyed by all that unwanted attention.
An original book that tells the story of one of the
greatest painters of all time in an
unconventional and sarcastic way! 

Il rospo e le ninfee
The toad and the water lilies
By Alessandro Lenares, Illustrations by
Giuseppe Vitale
38x28 cm; 16 illustrated tables; 2019; 22,00 €

Strano, Stranissimo!
Strange, so strange!
By Michele Ferri, Roberta Pucci
38x28 cm; 16 illustrated tables; 2019; 25,00 €

When you move to a different place, you might feel
out of place and feel everyone's eyes on you. That's
exactly what happens to Flip, a brave little bird that
wants to travel the world.



An original way to use our Butai and stage the
famous Shadow play! A complete kit to create the
characters of your story.

Giochiamo con il teatro delle ombre
The Shadow Play
By Paola Ciarcià, Mauro Speraggi
38x28 cm; 10 tables + translucent paper; 2019; 22,00 €

Riesci a vedere laggiù?
Can you see over there?
By Assunta Morrone - Illustrations by
Francesca Carabelli
38x28 cm; 15 illustrated tables; 2019; 25,00 €

The emotions we feel inside a house may live
forever in our hearts. If we look over there, we can
see a house that tells stories and smells like home
and memories. Could it be yours?



A story from the Tibetan tradition that tells the story of
a manthat manage to steal a diamond for the sake of
his people.

Norbu l'ingordo
Norbu the greedy
By Gabriella Manna, Agnese Fusaro, Giulia Castello - 
Illustrations by Francesca Carabelli
38x28 cm; 16 tables; 2019; 22,00 €

Una storia
A Story
By Emanuele Bertossi
38x28 cm; 13 illustrated tables; 2019; 22,00 €

There is a town where water comes only from afar,
carried on the shoulders by the inhabitants in large
buckets. But Antonio, nicknamed “The Wanderer”, has a
dream: he wants the water to flow fresh and abundant…
A story about the importance of believing in your own
dreams. 

From the Tibetan tradition, this is the story of a tortoise
and its struggle with its pride.

La tartaruga invidiosa
The envious tortoise
By Gabriella Manna, Agnese Fusaro, Giulia Castello - 
Illustraions by Lida Ziruffo
38x28 cm; 16 illustrated tables; 2019; 22,00 €

Carpe diem
Carpe Diem
By Cristina Petit
38x28 cm; 16 illustrated tables; 2018; 22,00 €

Where are all the animals going? Let’s follow the
development of this story and see if we can solve this
mystery, but remember... keep your eyes open!



Where's the line going? It's up to you! Create your
own story with just one simple ingredient: your
imagination!

Corre la linea
Let the line go
By Eleonora Cumer
38x28 cm; 14 tables; 2019; 22,00 €

Le avventure di pezza
Patch's adventures
By Eleonora cumer
38x28 cm; 14 illustrated tables; 2019; 22,00 €

Patch lives in a flat in the city. One day, he decides
that it's time to explore the world beyond all the
buildings and the streets he's so used to. What's
going to happen?

L'arte dell'amicizia
The art of friendship
by Cristina Petit
38x28 cm; 16 illustrated tables; 2018; 22,00 €

A strong friendship between Penny and Roland. A
passion for art. An afternoon spent in the
contemporary art museum. These are the
ingredients we need to understand that what we
feel when we admire a picture is very... very
personal!



A workshop-magazine
 

RIVISTADADA  is a creative and ricreational magazine. 
 

The editorial team is just as various and colorful as the
pages of the magazine. It consists of artists, teachers, art
historians, writers and poets. Their talent and personality

make art into images, experiences and stories.
 

RIVISTADADA is a monographic and quarterly magazine, for
families and schools. 

Thanks to its multidisciplinary themathics, the reader can
learn more about latest news, artists, art movements and

history through actual experiences, ateliers and researches. 
 

In 2000, DADA won the award “Iniziazione all’arte –
Introduction to Art” at the Bologna Children’s Bookfair.

RIVISTA DADA



Arte e Geometria
Art and Geometry

Although it’s been 700 years since Dante Alighieri passed
away, his strong personality and his timeless literary works
(The Divine Comedy, of course, and all the other works that
made the history of Italian literature) are still relevant today.
Find out RivistaDADA’s tribute to the big-nosed Poet!

Dante
Dante

Cinema
Cinema

Dreams are the thread that ties art and cinema together. The
dreams that have changed over time, from silent to spoken,
from black and white to colours, from analogue to digital.
Discover the magical world of the cinema with the latest issue of
RIVISTADADA!

Geometry is everywhere! We can find it in nature and all
around us. The buldings we live in are all made of lines and
angles and even our body is geo-metric, an imperfect
simmetry that didn't prevent us from looking for perfection.



Should you need any further information, 
please do not hesitate to contact us.

 
Edizioni Artebambini s.n.c. - via del Gandolfo  5G, 40053 BAZZANO 

 (BO) 
Tel. +39 051.830990  
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